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BOOK REVIEWS 
The Theory of  Probabil i ty.  By B. V. GNV, DENKO. (Kurs Teorii Veroyat- 
nostei, 2nd ed., t ranslated by B. D. Seckler.) Chelsea, New York, 1962. 459 pp. 
$8.75. 
Gnedenko's book has at long last been translated into English. I t  is a text, 
but the var iety of topics treated is quite different from that  of any competitor, 
and it  should prove very useful. 
There are two parts:  six chapters of elementary theory and five chapters of 
special topics. The elementary theory is the less striking: the reviewer had used 
the earlier German translat ion, when he was teaching Probabi l i ty,  and had found 
that  its main attract ion was that  it did not underest imate his students'  knowledge 
of analysis, e.g., of the real line. But  the main attract ion lies in the second part,  
which brings together the simplest examples of a variety of topics which the 
Western reader previously had to seek out in diverse and very much more ad- 
vanced treatments.  For example, the chapter on infinitely divisible distr ibutions 
uses the simpler parts of the author 's  jo int work with Kolmogoroff, without 
fr ightening the reader with lengthy preliminaries which are not required for the 
topics of present interest. There are also special chapters on characteristic rune- 
tions, the classical l imit theorem, the theory of stochastic processes, and the 
elements of statistics. This latter  is especially interesting: One might have thought  
that ,  in forty pages, one could not go very far in explaining the nature of the 
problems in that  field. Besides, the foundations of statistics are notoriously loaded 
with passion (in the West, and afor t ior i  in the East) and one might have feared 
that  these forty pages would be devoted to semiphilosophical discussions. Actu- 
ally, there is remarkably l itt le of it; again, several simple facts are presented 
with no frills and with the minimum of reference to more general theor ies--either 
mathemat ica l  or s tat is t ica l - - that  are not needed for the aims pursued by the 
author. 
Many writers have commented upon the wide gap that  exists between the 
applications of probabi l i ty,  that  is, model making,  and "modern probabi l i ty 
theory,"  that  is, the probabi l i ty theory that  is modern in the same sense as 
modern art or arch i tecture- - the one that  was born in the twenties and thirt ies 
(few follow the example set by van der Waerden, in deleting "modern" from the 
recent edit ion of his "algebra"?) .  The golden rule of mathematical  communL 
cation is supposedly to avoid generalizations, hort of essential improvement,  
that  require a disproport ionate investment  in new notat ion;  this book by 
Gnedenko follows the rule well. 
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